
SOLUTION BRIEF  

It’s important to ensure you’re protected so you can avoid the business disruption 
and damage to your reputation that comes from a ransomware attack, and the direct 
impact to your bottom line.  

Ensuring the best protection when you have time, budget and other resource 
constraints, can feel like an insurmountable challenge. It’s also difficult to understand 
how and where ransomware, a rapidly evolving threat, is most likely to attack.

MINIMIZE THE RISK
You need a plan to minimize your risk when it comes to ransomware. There is no silver 
bullet, but understanding the most common ways ransomware attacks, gives you the 
prioritized steps you can take to provide the best protection for your business.

Our solutions protect your business at every entry point, using the right technique at the 
right time, so you don’t have to put a price tag on your data.

What is ransomware?

Ransomware is a type of malware that locks, 
encrypts, or otherwise prevents data and 
systems from being accessed by their owners, 
and requires victims to pay a ransom to the 
criminal responsible for the attack in order to 
regain access. 

It is primarily distributed via exploit kits, social 
engineering schemes and spam mails that are 
sent to a large number of email addresses. 
When a recipient opens a malicious attachment 
or clicks a compromised link, the malware is 
downloaded on to the user’s system. 

The fear of losing priceless data can push users 
to pay the ransom—and while they may opt to 
pay, having their files unlocked or decrypted is 
never a guarantee.
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EMAIL PROTECTION
It all starts with your users. They’re the most vulnerable when it comes to ransomware – whether 
it’s falling for a phishing email or clicking on a malicious web link. Trend Micro blocked over 1 billion 
ransomware threats in 2016, and 99 percent of those were found in malicious emails or web links1.  
By blocking ransomware at the email gateway, you are preventing it from ever reaching your users.

Worry-Free Services Advanced, featuring Trend Micro Hosted Email Security and Trend Micro 
Cloud App Security, provides cloud-based endpoint and email protection, and delivers enterprise-
grade security designed specifically for your small business, so you can:

•  Focus on your business, not your security infrastructure—as a cloud-based service your security 
is automatically kept up to date, and there is nothing to manage on-premises. 

•  Enforce your security policy to employees anywhere—even at branch offices and in their homes.

•  Enjoy affordable pricing with annual subscription billing.

Hosted Email Security protects you from ransomware threats that arrive via spear phishing emails 
or malicious email attachments. This removes the worry that your users will be tricked into clicking 
on something that will begin a ransomware attack in your business.

Hosted Email Security:

•  Detects and blocks ransomware with malware scanning and file risk assessment

•  Gives you advanced threat protection with sandbox malware analysis and document  
exploit detection

•  Uses web reputation to protect against web links in emails that are malicious

Using Microsoft Office 365 for Email?

Even though you are relying on a cloud-based email solution with built-in security, you are still 
highly vulnerable to ransomware attacks via phishing emails or malicious attachments. That’s 
where Trend Micro can help—Trend Micro Cloud App Security has blocked more than 3 million 
threats that weren’t detected by the built-in Office 365 security, augmenting built-in security to 
detect ransomware with:

•   Malware scanning and file risk assessment

•   Sandbox malware analysis

•   Document exploit detection

•    Web reputation

ENDPOINT PROTECTION
Trend Micro detected 99 percent of ransomware threats in email messages or web links. That still 
leaves 1 percent that could make it through to your endpoint. Trend Micro Worry-Free Services 
Advanced delivers specific capabilities that minimize the risk of ransomware on your endpoints, 
including:

•  High-fidelity Machine Learning analyzes files not only before execution but also during runtime for 
more accurate detection, with noise cancellation like census and whitelist checking to reduce false 
positives

•  Behavior monitoring for suspicious behavior associated with ransomware, such as the rapid 
encryption of multiple files, so that the encryption process can be automatically stopped and 
the endpoint isolated, before ransomware can spread and cause more damage to your data

•  Real-time web reputation to determine if a URL is a known delivery vehicle for ransomware

When ransomware infects your business, it can access whatever data a compromised user in your 
business can access. It can consume several man hours as you try to recover lost files through 
email threads, with little hope of recovery. 

As ransomware evolves, businesses need to keep up with the threat. Partner with  
Trend Micro and get solutions that prevent and mitigate the damages caused by this potentially 
devastating threat.

To see how Worry-Free Services, powered by XGen™ security, protects your data, email and users, 
visit  www.worryfree.com

Protect your organization  
from Ransomware

•  Leverage automated back-up and  
restore processes

•  Apply software patches as soon as they 
become available

•  Educate employees on on prevention of  
email phishing

•  Limit access to business critical information

•  Bolster your security posture with layered 
ransomware protection

Known ransomware threats

PowerWare – This malware has the ability to 
enumerate all logical drives, including drives mapped 
to shared networks. This puts an entire network 
at risk and could be a major threat to enterprises.

PETYA – Can overwrite an affected system’s 
master boot record to lock users out. Infected 
units receive the ransom note when they boot up 
the system and can’t go any further. It is delivered 
to victims via legitimate cloud storage services.

KeRanger – An encryption malware that is 
the first crypto-ransomware for Mac and 
is installed via an open source file-sharing 
application. Creators of the malware used a 
Mac app developed certificate to get past Apple 
Gatekeeper, a security feature that allows users to 
restrict which sources they can install apps from.

SAMAS (also known as SAMSAM) –The first 
ransomware that has the ability to encrypt files 
across networks, threatening an organization’s 
database and network-stored backups. Users of 
SAMAS are known to manually locate and delete 
network backups to force companies to pay ransom. 

Locky - searches and deletes Volume Shadow Copy 
of files, which are automatic backup files for Windows.

MAKTUBLOCKER – The encryption method of this 
ransomware is similar to most, its infection vector 
is unique. It comes in the form of an email that 
has the user’s name and mailing address, making 
the email seem trustworthy. When they download 
the attached file, the ransomware is activated.

POWERED BY XGEN™ SECURITY

All of our solutions are powered by XGen™ security, 
a smart, optimized, and connected approach.

1  Trend Labs 2016 Threat Roundup Report
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